
Problems with David Straight’s Processes

First, a note on Status Correction - it’s a piece of paper related to one’s status.  State National is NOT
who you are! This is particularly true because the word ‘person’ is used in the USC definition.  I have
heard recently from a man who’s been involved with status correction as a “State Citizen” (look up
several SCOTUS cases on the difference between “State Citizen”, and “citizen of the United States”),
that he believes the only time one has status as a “State National” is during time of war declared by a
properly seated Congress. This man  corrected his status from citizen of the United States to State Citizen
foreign national about 2004. He believes this status correction was important to his felony criminal
indictment charges being dismissed in 2006. This gentleman is currently working to declare himself a
“Free Sovereign Inhabitant” on the land (Refer to Article IV of the Articles of Confederation).

Affidavit of Repudiation & Potential Alternative Declaration of Status

Problems with the AOR.
I have heard David Straight claim this Affidavit of Repudiation taken from Mel Stamper’s book, Fruit
From A Poisonous Tree, is his own work, in his seminar.  I doubt the validity of this claim.  The copy of
David Straight’s own AOR, that I received directly from him, is dated 2019.  The book is from the 1990s.
Unfortunately, Mel Stamper has passed away, so we can’t validate David’s claim with the author.  I don’t
believe this claim, unless David can substantiate this claim.

As of April 2022, www.statenational.us has been selling model Affidavit of Repudiation documents that
David has told people is for correcting one’s citizenship status from citizen of the United States to State
National status.  This AOR, short for Affidavit of Repudiation, is modeled after David Straight’s 2019
AOR, to the best of my knowledge, and it is chock full of real problems.  The concern multiple people
have about this AOR is that it may serve to pin you down as a Domestic Terrorist by the Feds.  For
example, the title of David Straight’s 2019 AOR is AFFIDAVIT OF TRUTH AND ASSERTORY
OATH, REPUDIATION AND REVOCATION OF CITIZENSHIP. It is impossible to revoke one’s
citizenship without going through expatriation by leaving the country.
On page 2 to 3 of David Straight’s 2019 AOR, it reads:  I hereby Asseverate, Repudiate and Revoke my
Citizenship, if any ever existed, with the Legal fiction known as the “UNITED STATES” Government
(Corporation), USA Inc, and any and all subsidiary corporations both known (STATE, COUNTY, CITY,)
and unknown under its control. Again, one can not revoke one’s citizenship without going through the
process of expatriation, which happens by leaving the country.

On page 26 of David’s 2019 AOR,  it reads “Through its regulations, the government has made it difficult
to expatriate, as they require that you leave the country and do the deed at a Consulate or Embassy.
However, President Bush may have made the task a little easier since he has Declared War against
Terrorists as (6) formally renouncing U.S. citizenship within the U.S. (but only “in time of war”) (Sec.
349 (a) (6) INA); Simply address the Document to the Attorney General per the regulation.” This
paragraph being in his AOR makes no sense, and no one has been able to answer why this is in the AOR.

http://www.statenational.us


On page 29, it reads: The following are some of the citizenship questions you will see on various
government forms styled in a way to deceive you out of your rights secured by the original constitution of
our republic. United States of America and the original State constitutions.  They have stopped using the
term State Citizens on all of the forms for the purpose of constructive fraud.  Remember that a State
Citizen is a not a national of the United States. But is a national of the United States of America. See…8
USC § 1101(a) (21) The term state “national” means a person owing permanent allegiance to a state.
(This is a State Citizen) (22) The term “national of the United States” means (A) a citizen of the United
States, or (B) a person who, though not a citizen of the United States, owes permanent allegiance to the
United States. (23) The term “naturalization” means the conferring of nationality of a state upon a
person after birth, by any means whatsoever.

David has been using the following code to explain what a State National is to people.  8 USC § 1101(a)
21, reads: The term “national” means a person owing permanent allegiance to a state. David has
been teaching people that the term “State National” is synonymous, and preferable, to the term “State
Citizen.”  He believes and teaches that the term “citi-zen”, literally is translated to mean “municipal
servant.”  And, thus, he believes people who use that term are referring to themselves as municipal
servants. After scouring books, internet, and other resources, I nor anyone I know has been able to
corroborate this meaning of the word citizen with David’s teachings about it.

Going back to 8 USC § 1101(a) 21,  let’s first look at the term “person”.  A person may be defined as a
corporation.  Sovereigns look at this term, person, as if it is describing themselves as a dead entity.  David
teaches that the government can only see and deal with fictional entities like itself, not with real living
men and women. Further, looking at 8 USC § 1101(a)(36), it reads: The term “State” includes the
District of Columbia, Puerto Rico, Guam, the Virgin Islands of the United States, and the Commonwealth
of the Northern Mariana Islands. My concern is with the term “includes”.  In legalese, the term
“includes” oftentimes means and refers to only the terms directly following the word “includes”.  This
fact is proven in case law.  In my opinion, David is using these codes to teach people that State National
means what it does not.  For reference, see https://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/text/8/1101

For more information on the faults of the AOR, refer to Wolverine’s audio contribution.

Estimated Money and Time Drain of David’s AOR method - 3 days; $50 includes purchasing the
tailor made document for $50 on www.statenational.us, $25-$100+ for registered mail, $100-$250+
dollars depending on which county you record the document and obtain certified copies =
$175-$450+ TOTAL COST

Other problems  - LexisNexis
David told me August 2021 seminar, after viewing my consumer credit Lexis Nexis report of over 72
pages, that I failed to ask for the “full and complete” report.  When I asked what that meant, he was
adamant there was a way to obtain a full and complete report.  When I asked how, he walked away
from me.  He could not provide guidance on how.  This caused a lot of frustration for me over the
next several months. I believe, based on what I have since learned about Lexis Nexis, that only
judges have access to a full and complete report that contains someone’s status. As of April 2022, I
had not seen a single wo/man verify their status has been corrected, via Lexis Nexis.  I have only
seen several others who received 50-100 pages of consumer credit reporting from LexisNexis.

https://www.law.cornell.edu/definitions/uscode.php?width=840&height=800&iframe=true&def_id=8-USC-2045486514-1201680063&term_occur=999&term_src=
https://www.law.cornell.edu/definitions/uscode.php?width=840&height=800&iframe=true&def_id=8-USC-991716523-1485255820&term_occur=999&term_src=
https://www.law.cornell.edu/definitions/uscode.php?width=840&height=800&iframe=true&def_id=8-USC-668488878-1201680094&term_occur=999&term_src=
https://www.law.cornell.edu/definitions/uscode.php?width=840&height=800&iframe=true&def_id=8-USC-80204913-1201680099&term_occur=999&term_src=title:8:chapter:12:subchapter:I:section:1101
https://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/text/8/1101
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What To Do About This
One who has already recorded their AOR that was modeled using David Straight’s AOR, may with to 1)
Do a potential alternative Declaration of Status document, declaring on the cover page that “This
Declaration of Status hereby replaces the Affidavit of Repudiation on public record book # ____, page
#____, (or, if your county uses Entry #, Entry # ______.) 2)  You can also check with your county
recorder to see about amending the AOR, or revoking the AOR via a written statement.  Remember that
18 USC 2071 applies, so it is unlawful to remove any item from public record.  I’ve heard that under this
18 USC 2071, not even judges can order removal of a publicly recorded document.

TJ Henderson has a 4 page model that includes a Jurat Certificate section, people can utilize.  If you are
going to do a Declaration of Status, per TJ Henderson’s method, TJ advises sending the document
declaring status, along with a cover letter, to the Office of the Secretary of State.  Code 5 U.S.C. 552A
(d)(1)&(2), mentioned in the cover letter, obligates the agent to correct your status within 10 days. If you
do not include the cover letter, the agent is at liberty to ignore your correspondence.

To verify your status correction, you can do a credit check with the 3 credit bureaus 40-60 days after the
Office of the Secretary of State receives your Declaration. I have talked to a gal who confirms she can not
pull up her credit reports from the three bureaus.  As a result, she was unable to open a credit card in her
name.  Please be advised.  One way around this is to have a trust to do that.  This gal also just renewed her
Driver’s License.  This time, her name was not in ALL CAPS.  Other ways to validate your status
correction include having a NCIC (National Crime Information Center) check run. You can also file a
FOIA request with general consul of the Department of Homeland Security. It may take six months for
you to receive a response.

Please note that no one has had success in verifying TJ Henderson’s process works since February of
2022, including myself.  I’ve checked my credit reports, and my old closed accounts remain visible.  At
present, I am not interested in pursuing a change in status.

  State National Passport Problems -
The passport is government property, per Title 22 CFR section 51.9.  Also refer to page 5 of passport,
which reads that this passport is the property of the United States government.. Only citizens of the
United States can be in possession of United States property.

Also, it’s a crime to alter or deface this passport document, per 18 U.S.C 1543.  On page 5 of the
passport it reads Only authorized officials of the United States or of foreign countries may place
stamps or make notations or additions to this passport. Bobby Lawrence and David Straight stamp
the passport for people.  They have both actively encouraged people to have it stamped in red by
themselves at seminars, with something like the following statement “American State National.
Limited Diplomatic Immunity. Do not stop. Do not detain. 50 state conceal carry.”
Further, in following the www.statenational.us directions, as of April 2022, you are encouraged to lie
to U.S. government agents that your current passport is lost, in order to get a “SN” passport if you
have a current passport already. You are also told to make a hotel reservation in Mexico or Canada
before you go to the same day passport agency.

http://www.statenational.us


I do not know one single wo/man who has successfully completed a traffic stop and has not received
a ticket using the passport method.  I have heard of one, but I personally do not know them.  Rather, I
am aware of four people who handed over to law enforcement officers their passports, in lieu of
Driver’s License, and all of them received tickets, including myself.

As well, someone from David’s past has told me they were with David multiple occasions when he
received traffic and/or speeding tickets.  This person informed me that he recently, within the last 3
years or less, took a driver’s class to get points off of his driver’s license record.

Money and time drain for completing this passport process: 2 days; $235 per passport, plus hotel
and travel expenses to go to one of about twenty same day passport agencies across the nation ($400
- varies)

PROBLEMS OF MISC. PROCESSES DAVID TEACHES

Deed of Reconveyance David’s document says the one writing this document is the Trustee, while
TJ Henderson’s does not say this.  I don’t know enough about this, but from my current studies,
being the beneficiary seems better. I do know one should never be a trustee in their dealings with
government.  I do also wonder where this document comes from or if this document was taken from
TJ’s material.

Patent of Nativity - This document is fine.  It is good to show intent that your DNA was on the land
before this country’s government was created, for multiple reasons, including the Foreign Sovereign
Immunities Act.  I do wonder where this document originally arose.  Did David Straight perhaps take
this from TJ’s teachings?

Land Patent - obtain Grant Deed - Please be aware a land patent grant deed is NOT allodial title.
It should and has helped people, but it is not guaranteed to help, particularly West of The Mississippi
River.  This has to do with various land treaties.  However, You are still responsible for your
mortgage because of your mortgage contract (RESPA).  Obtaining a land patent may not be a
complete waste. I do advise you need to study and verify current (not overturned) case law from both
your state, and your county, to see what the issues and what the wins and losses are with land patents
in your area, before deciding to do this.
Time and Money involvement - We spent 60 hours on this endeavor. (15 hours of this was how to
look up chain of title on our own). Books on land patents by Ron Gibson on www.statenational.us,
and Nathan Verellen at https://landsmen.org/ = $100. Signs for property via narlo.org $200.
Recording this document at the county + multiple certified copies about $100 = $400 Total

Property taxes.  We bought the story that David gave at the first three seminars we went to.  He
taught people 2020 and 2021 that you can challenge property taxes by sending in a written challenge
to your county assessor.  We did this twice to our county officials.  We added an affidavit and also
sent the document to the county treasurer and county recorder.  It doesn’t work. Be aware that the

http://www.statenational.us
https://landsmen.org/
http://narlo.org


vast majority of mortgage companies will pay your property taxes if you are delinquent after 4
months of delinquency, due to the mortgage contract.  This has been the outcome of ourselves and
two other families I am aware of who’ve attempted this process over the past year.
I believe there will be a way to challenge property taxes.  I’ve heard of people who’ve purchased
property with cash and then they don’t record it.  Don’t do this because I mentioned it.  Study and do
your due diligence.  Another fellow who has claimed to have success is Steve Emerson from Florida,
per Alphonse Faggiolo on telegram.  You can download his zip drive and study Steve’s teachings in
Alphonse’s telegram group.
Time and Money Drain - 4 days; $24 registered mail fee + $250 late fee assessed by county = $300

MCO - This process doesn’t work.  It is patriot mythology. The state owns all property per Senate
Document 43, page 13 -
The ultimate ownership of all property is in the State; individual so-called “ownership”
is only by virtue of Government, i.e. law, amounting to mere user; and use must be in
accordance with law. Much better to put your private property into a trust.

To further explain there is legal title to property, and there is equitable title.  The state
actually holds legal title, whilst the citizen holds equitable title, which is the right to use
the property.  Look up USUFRUCT.  Although you will have to read some rather old
materials to understand this concept.  Ken Cousens is a good resource for explaining this
concept.

If you actually held the legal title, how could you explain having to register your car with
the state every year?

Next, Regulation Z plates is Patriot Mythology BS.

Time and Money drain 3 days, $140 on two autos.

God Trust - I would like to study multiple different material in depth before forming and giving an
opinion on this one.  One studied acquaintance says he’s still learning stuff about trusts after 20 years
of study.

Mortgage pay off via a pre-1965 silver quarter is a big fat NO!  Bonnie Allen Thomas (now Bonnie
Straight) told us in a David Straight seminar in August 2021 that she paid off her $400K+ Chase
Bank mortgage via a silver quarter.  She sent a very simple document that she used.  I tried this using
the document she sent with slight variation. My statement balance remained the same for 90 days.  I
also stamped “Recission….” on the monthly statement x 3 and sent them back.  Then I wrote an
affidavit to the mortgage company’s legal department after the 3 month mark. I got back a letter from
my mortgage company lawyers telling me such a notion is an absolute absurdity.  I waited nearly 4
months for this process to work, before I realized we were nearing foreclosure.  We decided it just
wasn’t worth it.  PS:  Please know that after 3+ months of not paying your bills, this adversely affects



your credit scores as well.  Gullible score - incredibly high.  What I’ve learned from this experience
is to always demand proof, evidence, and facts from the one making such claims.
Time and Money Drain - 1.5 day, $120 on registered mail.  Negative credit score after 3 or 4 months
of not paying.

TM of names is a big fat giant waste of time and money in my opinion.  I do not believe judges will
acknowledge this in the least.  David has told the story of Michael Jordan in his seminars to teach
this process.  However, know that You are not Michael Jordan, and Nike Lawyers don’t show up to
your traffic court!
I recommend you just do a poor man's common law copyright on your intellectual property.  That is
free.  David didn’t even bother mentioning this fact in any of the 7 seminars I attended and/or hosted.
Time and Money Drain: TM instructions are very time consuming and can be confusing -1-2 days;
$250 per trademarked name.

Invoice True Bill Process
“72 hour - 30 days - 15 days - 10 days - Judgment day”
I’ve learned there are large holes in this process, since talking to Lewis. I am not going to go into
those here.
I was assigned to perfect this process so I could teach it to others.  I fleshed out as much material as I
could for many hours over a few months. I did a few phone calls with David regarding this subject.
Once, I asked DS to provide proof of a pay stub.  There was an uncomfortable silence. When I asked
DS for an example of a True Bill / Invoice, he would not / did not provide one to me.   He never
provided his own proof or examples to me though I asked.
I wanted so much for this process to work.  At a 2021 seminar, I took my invoice example I had
created using online templates of an Invoice I had looked up.  He approved it for use.  I then used the
Invoice process on four different government entities. At the time, I was studying others’ opinions,
who were that suing offending entities who are causing harm and injury may be much more valuable
then some little known invoice process that DS was providing no evidence of. I received
correspondence from the lawyers of one of the four entities demanding I Cease & Desist.  If I did not,
the exact statutes were provided on which they would likely press charges against me.  One of my
entity’s True Bills made it to judgment day.  I went to Federal Court and requested that the judge
issue me a summary judgment.  During this time, I was learning through self study what a summary
judgment actually means, and when you need it.  The judge / clerk wrote back letting me know my
invoice was deemed frivolous and was improperly before the court.  Fair enough.  I was of the
opinion by that time that using the court system as it actually functions would be a better path than
following some guru’s advice without proof.
In conclusion, I suggest just staying away from DS.  He has shown his foundation is not solid.  I
believe he is an attention whore and will tell people what they want to hear, without ever providing
proof.

Invoice Process Time and Money Drain - 16 days;  $200



Time drain from attending 5 seminars and hosting 2 - 19 days
Money drain in gas $200

IRS Form 56 Process

I was a guinea pig on this process for David Straight.  I and few others sent the Form 56 multiple
times to the IRS in 2021. The process on how we needed to file it, and what we needed to say,
was changed a few times.  I found out the first form filing directions actually came from his
personal assistant, who used some of Anna Von Reitz’s material in instructing us how to fill it
out.  I then publicly recorded the Form 56.  I did not yet have enough connected neurons in my
brain to comprehend that sensitive info would be able to be publicly viewed by the public, for the
rest of my life.
During the July 2021 part 2 seminar, David Straight shamed me on questions re: Revocation of
Election process.  When I asked David what he thought of the Revocation of Election (ROE)
process, I remember DS answering "Shame on people who do ROE.  We do Form 56 because
being a fiduciary is the highest form of law, and they do not understand that!”
I now believe DS was completely off base.  A learned friend of mine says that under no
circumstance do you want to be deemed a fiduciary when it comes to your dealings with
government. Form 56 is to be used only when there has been a written acceptance of the position
of trustee or fiduciary.
From an anonymous IRS Form 56 Department worker I spoke with firsthand April 2022 - When
a form comes into the IRS Form 56 department and the individual's name is listed in the
"Fiduciary's name" (near top left first page), the workers are taught to flag that.  They don't even
file them.  That 'return' is deemed a 'frivolous filer'.  A frivolous filer is someone who conducts a
"willful and deliberate attempt to evade or defeat income tax."  That Form is placed in the 'funny
box.'  The funny box forms are sent to CI - IRS Criminal Investigation Department.
From what I know of the IRS, it takes them around 3 to 5 years to actually come after you.  I
believe, If you did solely an AOR, you may not actually have your status corrected, and further,
you are not going to be protected from being a defendant in a criminal IRS case. By then, you
will not only owe them 5 years worth of back taxes, but any penalties / fines they impose, that
will have ballooned to God knows how high, as well. Just a few weeks ago, As of April 2022,
Bobby Lawrence was still telling his followers ROE was optional.  I have been voicing that I
believe the ROE isn’t optional.  As a result of the pressure I applied, an ROE is now available on
www.statenational.us
I now know that even if your status has been corrected, you are responsible to pay taxes up until
the day you file an Revocation of Election (ROE). See IRC 26 for more information.  It tells you
you must revoke the election in their own code.

How to remedy the errors made with this process
If you did not redact sensitive information before publicly recording this document, please
immediately call or use the website for all three credit bureaus (Experian, Equifax, and



Transunion).  Request a freeze on your identity and a fraud alert.  You may have to do this
annually.
It is too late to file an extension for 2021 (The last day to do that was April 18, 2022 per the
IRS).  However, per my tax preparer, you can still file taxes with the IRS for last year.  As well,
You can send in a Notice Of Mistake Letter to the IRS regarding your filing of FORM 56. Send
it to all places you sent the Form 56 to.  So I am sending this Notice of Mistake letter to IRS, my
State’s Tax Commission, and the U.S. Dept of Treasury. Tell them that you are sorry, you
followed faulty advice, and so you didn't know what you were doing when you filed the FORM
56.  Let them know form 56 no longer applies to you. Show them proof, via exhibit, that you
have either filed for an extension or that you have just filed taxes that you are responsible for.
You yourself will have to write that letter.  It is like telling a friend "I messed up. I followed bad
advice.  I am sorry, it was a mistake.  I didn't know what I was doing.  Here is proof that I have
filed taxes for the 2020 and 2021 tax season”.  Remember, you can file an ROE.  Please note you
are responsible for all taxes due up until the day you file an ROE.

Time and Money Drain 1.5 days, $150 + any penalties and back taxes that  you owe the IRS

OTHER -
Authentication of B.C.
recession of signature off B.C. app
recession of signature off Marriage license app
undecided as to validity
Time & Money spent 2.5 days; $100

TOTAL TIME & MONEY DRAIN INVOLVED:  60 days of our lives plus $3,000 TOTAL spent on
Bullshit processes and seminars; $725 on impound and late registration fees and traffic citation, fee
for reinstating suspended driver’s license.  My DL was suspended due to “Failure to Comply” with
traffic court.  Apparently that was because I did not request a court hearing in writing, and instead
talked to the clerk by phone to obtain a verbal agreement to send paperwork.  Therefore, she deemed
that I did not send my paperwork soon enough.  All of this after not showing a Driver’s License when
the law enforcement officer requested.

Lastly, David uses stolen valor to scam patriots out of time and money at his seminars.  He has stated
he was a Navy Seal.  According to multiple family numbers, and according to a close friend with the
highest level of clearance there is, David Straight has never served in the military.  Don Shipley,
Navy Seal, has also verified this. See the Text Thread below, between Don Shipley and David
Straight, where David admits he was never a Navy Seal.

BOTTOM LINE - ALWAYS ASK FOR FACTS, PROOF, AND EVIDENCE OF ALL CLAIMS
MADE BY EVERY SELF STYLED GURU AND RUN AWAY FROM THEM WHEN THEY
CAN’T PRODUCE FACTS, PROOF, AND EVIDENCE.



Freedom is not a one and done checklist process.

Krysia Nicole (Straight) Holt, David’s youngest daughter, still had a warrant out for her
arrest, in Davis County, Utah, on felony child abuse charges of her son, as of May 2022.

David prides himself from saving kids from CPS.  In his August 2020 Riverton, Utah
seminar, DS tells the audience that he is able to get the case dismissed within 15 min. of
walking into court.  You can listen to that on the video recording.  The paperwork shows
Krysia became a State National, & her name is copyrighted; he suggests that doing those
things directly benefited her case during that seminar.  DS read to the audience from a
document that he used from her case, as attorney in fact, and alluded that he had helped
get the charges dismissed.
No, he didn't help her win her case.  As of May of 2022, She still had the same Utah
felony warrant for 2nd degree child abuse out.  Sources inform me that David told Krysia
to run & hide from police.  The father of the boy issued an emergency injunction via
court to obtain custody of his son. Krysia lost all custody. Sources say the boy only calls
Krysia “biological mom.”  My sources inform me the boy was very traumatized by what
has happened to him and has ongoing therapy. David was named as a defendant, along
with Krysia, on an emergency injunction request made by the father of the boy,
requesting custody.  Why?  Look up the Utah court cases 191700956 & 204300007 for
more information.

David also told the audience to use the $250 TM process while he drew a "TM" after
Krysia's name when he wrote that on the board;  After researching this case, it's apparent
Krysia used a free 'poor man's' copyright in the paperwork for the court case (which is
free), not a $250 Trademark for her name.



This all suggests to me that David has lied.

July, 2022 - The letter below comes from Don Shipley, Former Navy Seal. He calls out people who
are claiming they are / were Navy Seals when they never were:

The verification from Don Shipley himself that David Lester Straight never served one day as
a Navy SEAL!

I've verified David as a phony many times, for many people.

David has never spent a single day in uniform, in any branch of the military and his other
government claims are total BS also.

He's simply a talented con-man and never wounded…

Sir,

I greatly appreciate your interest in upholding the honor of the US Navy SEAL Teams, and your
search for the TRUTH. My efforts to expose SEAL imposters are performed as a service to the
public, and in honor of my fallen SEAL Teammates… men who truly earned the right to the title
“US NAVY SEAL” but who are no longer able to stand forward in defense of their honor, their
reputations, and their TEAMs.

If the name you provided is spelled correctly, I do NOT find a listing in the SEAL Database
(SEAL Teams, Underwater Demolition Teams and predecessor units from 1943 to the Present
Day) for anyone named DAVID LESTER STRAIGHT. I have also examined possible alternate
spellings, and names with similar pronunciations without finding any that appear to be
applicable.

Unless he has undertaken the unlikely action of a legal name change, an action for which there
would be evidence in the form of court documentation) since his claimed participation in SEAL
training, and based upon the information you have provided, I can state conclusively that DAVID
LESTER STRAIGHT NEVER COMPLETED SEAL TRAINING, and he is not now, nor was he
ever a Navy SEAL or a Navy Underwater Demolition Team member.

Countless SEAL Imposters show proof of their SEAL claims in the form of SEAL Insignia
(Tridents), SEAL Coins, SEAL Award Citations, and SEAL Training Graduation certificates
which are unfortunately all available on-line. Numerous others get SEAL Tattoos, Photoshop
their faces on SEAL Pictures and alter actual Military Discharge Papers to show SEAL service.



Myriads of imposters claim the Navy removed their name from the SEAL Database when they
encountered trouble during their service, and nothing could be further from the truth.

Many SEAL imposters when confronted with the information I have provided will resort to
claiming that their records are sealed, burned or their SEAL Operations were classified as Secret
and that there are no official records of them. Before any classified operations may be
undertaken as a SEAL Operator, a man must first successfully complete the Basic Underwater
Demolition/SEAL (BUD/S) Training program and then the follow-on secondary training
program. The names of all those who successfully graduate from that training program sequence
are compiled in the SEAL database. Later participation in classified operations has "NO
IMPACT" on whether or not a person is listed as a graduate of the training program.

There are records of every man who has qualified for the title of “SEAL”; there have been and
will continue to be secret missions, but there are NO secret SEALs.

When discovering that a person was never a SEAL, many people would like to know what that
person actually did in the military or did he serve at all. For a FOIA (Freedom of Information
Act) request of that person’s military service you should contact info@pownetwork.org and
provide the necessary information. (First and Last name, a close age, a current or past address
or a city or town that person lives in or has lived in)

A $20 donation will cover the cost. Please inform POW Network that I have verified the SEAL
claim when contacting them.

Thank you again for your concern in this matter, and for your assistance in upholding the honor
of the US Navy SEAL Teams. If I can be of any further assistance to you in this matter, please
contact me at your convenience.

Respectfully, Don Shipley BUD/S 131, SEAL Team ONE, SEAL Team TWO.

Recent Text Conversation between Don Shipley. and David Straight:









Incidentally, regarding claims made about David Straight being on the Bundy’s defense team:
I spoke in depth with Shawna Cox for several hours on different occasions during spring of
2022.  According to Shawna Cox, David Straight had very little to do with the Bundy’s legal
defense team.  She told me she believes David has an incredibly big ego and has taken credit
for things he hasn’t done.  Shawna says she herself was a big part of both the Oregon lawsuit



and the Nevada lawsuits, with the Bundy brothers (Ammon and Ryan).  I have researched
this and believe this to be the case.  Shawna explained to me that she did try David Straight’s
State National process.  She stated to me in Spring of 2022 that David’s State National
process doesn’t work, and that it did nothing for her.  She also stated she paid David
Straight’s bills on a number of occasions.
Shawna also relayed to me that when Ryan Bundy listened to David Straight and changed his
status to State National while in jail, he almost lost his life because of it…that it made it
more difficult for him.  She said the jailers persecuted him more. She told me they literally
threw him down a flight of stairs to try to kill him. She said all the prisoners really liked the
Bundy brothers and were mad at the jailers for persecuting the Bundys.

David Straight has also recently been sworn in by The “Republic of Texas” as a ‘dejure’
Texas Ranger.
The General Consul of that organization is none other than his 5th and present wife, Bonnie
Straight.  The Republic of Texas is looked upon by Law Enforcement as a dangerous group
of militants, combatants, and / or domestic terrorists.



Regarding Bonnie’s past - Woman arrested for attempting to bring loaded gun into Guinn
https://www.cleburnetimesreview.com/news/woman-arrested-for-attempting-to-bring-loade
d-gun-into-guinn/article_ad0ad424-78db-11e5-876b-472cf1c21d31.html
https://www.cleburnetimesreview.com/news/psych-evaluation-ordered-for-alleged-pistol-pa
cking-mom/article_5bd0acd6-7b39-11e5-a5d2-fb7cf3c8dd1f.html

The case she lost:
https://law.justia.com/cases/texas/tenth-court-of-appeals/2019/10-17-00138-cr.html

She used lawyers in the case she and her siblings won related to the wrongful jail death of
her father.

https://www.cleburnetimesreview.com/news/woman-arrested-for-attempting-to-bring-loaded-gun-into-guinn/article_ad0ad424-78db-11e5-876b-472cf1c21d31.html
https://www.cleburnetimesreview.com/news/woman-arrested-for-attempting-to-bring-loaded-gun-into-guinn/article_ad0ad424-78db-11e5-876b-472cf1c21d31.html
https://www.cleburnetimesreview.com/news/psych-evaluation-ordered-for-alleged-pistol-packing-mom/article_5bd0acd6-7b39-11e5-a5d2-fb7cf3c8dd1f.html
https://www.cleburnetimesreview.com/news/psych-evaluation-ordered-for-alleged-pistol-packing-mom/article_5bd0acd6-7b39-11e5-a5d2-fb7cf3c8dd1f.html
https://law.justia.com/cases/texas/tenth-court-of-appeals/2019/10-17-00138-cr.html


More on PHONY DAVID STRAIGHT HOAX From Don Shipley, An Attorney,
and others.

Attorney https://www.goldismoney2.com/threads/the-david-lester-straight-hoax.459055/

Don Shipley, actual Navy Seal, exposes David Straight, Phony
https://videos.extremesealexperience.com/movie_Phony-Navy-Seal-David-Lester-Straight-And-
Always-To-Shoot-A-Fox

Reddit thread
https://www.reddit.com/r/Sovereigncitizen/comments/ibgofu/has_anyone_heard_or_know_david
_lester_straight/

Just an interesting article sharing allegations of sexual abuse, from author Cole McConnell,
Field McConnell’s son.  Note that David was 58 years old when this article was published, not
68.  Also note that around the same time this article appeared is when David claims he married
Bonnie Allen Thomas, and he quickly moved to Texas. That may be neither here nor there. Just
an observation.
https://beforeitsnews.com/the-law/2021/09/bend-oregon-man-accused-of-sexually-abusing-3-girl
s-2458540.html

https://www.goldismoney2.com/threads/the-david-lester-straight-hoax.459055/
https://videos.extremesealexperience.com/movie_Phony-Navy-Seal-David-Lester-Straight-And-Always-To-Shoot-A-Fox
https://videos.extremesealexperience.com/movie_Phony-Navy-Seal-David-Lester-Straight-And-Always-To-Shoot-A-Fox
https://www.reddit.com/r/Sovereigncitizen/comments/ibgofu/has_anyone_heard_or_know_david_lester_straight/
https://www.reddit.com/r/Sovereigncitizen/comments/ibgofu/has_anyone_heard_or_know_david_lester_straight/
https://beforeitsnews.com/the-law/2021/09/bend-oregon-man-accused-of-sexually-abusing-3-girls-2458540.html
https://beforeitsnews.com/the-law/2021/09/bend-oregon-man-accused-of-sexually-abusing-3-girls-2458540.html

